
44th Petrozavodsk Programming Camp, Winter 2023
Day 1: JAGain in Petrozavodsk, Tuesday, January 31, 2023

Problem A. Agriculture
Input file: standard input
Output file: standard output
Time limit: 2 seconds
Memory limit: 1024 mebibytes

As a member of Japan Agriculture Group, you grow N kinds of plants this year. Each plant has different
harvest seasons: the i-th plant must be gathered at some day between si and ti, inclusive.

You plan to gather plants K times, where the j-th gathering day is hj . On the j-th gethering day, if the
i-th plant has not been gathered yet and the gathering day is within the harvest season of the i-th plant,
that is si ≤ hj ≤ ti, you have to gather the i-th plant.

You are not sure whether your planned days are sufficient to gather all the N plants. If not, you would
not be able to survive this cruel Age of Agriculture. Thus you decided to write a program to compute the
number of plants gathered after K gathering days you planned.

Input
The first line of the input contains one integer N — the number of plants you will grow (1 ≤ N ≤ 105).
The i-th of the following N lines consists of two integers si and ti, which represent that the harvest season
of the i-th plant is [si, ti] (1 ≤ si ≤ ti ≤ 109).

The following line contains the number K of the gathering days you plan (1 ≤ K ≤ 105). The j-th of the
following K lines contains an integer hj (1 ≤ hj ≤ 109), which is the j-th gathering day you plan. You
can assume that holds hj < hj+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1.

Output
Print the number of plants gathered after your planned gathering days.
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